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Abstract11

A regular language L of finite words is composite if there are regular languages L1, L2, . . . , Lt such12

that L =
⋂t

i=1 Li and the index (number of states in a minimal DFA) of every language Li is strictly13

smaller than the index of L. Otherwise, L is prime. Primality of regular languages was introduced14

and studied in [9], where the complexity of deciding the primality of the language of a given DFA15

was left open, with a doubly-exponential gap between the upper and lower bounds. We study16

primality for unary regular languages, namely regular languages with a singleton alphabet. A unary17

language corresponds to a subset of N, making the study of unary prime languages closer to that of18

primality in number theory. We show that the setting of languages is richer. In particular, while19

every composite number is the product of two smaller numbers, the number t of languages necessary20

to decompose a composite unary language induces a strict hierarchy. In addition, a primality witness21

for a unary language L, namely a word that is not in L but is in all products of languages that22

contain L and have an index smaller than L’s, may be of exponential length. Still, we are able23

to characterize compositionality by structural properties of a DFA for L, leading to a LogSpace24

algorithm for primality checking of unary DFAs.25
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1 Introduction34

Compositionality is a well motivated and studied notion in mathematics and computer science35

[2]. By decomposing a problem into several smaller problems, it is possible not only to36

increase parallelism, but also to sometimes handle inputs that are otherwise intractable. A37

major challenge is to identify problems and instances that can be decomposed. Motivated by38

practical barriers of the automata-theoretic approach to formal verification [8], Kupferman39

and Mosheiff introduced in [9] the notion of compositionality for regular languages. The40

algebraic approach to DFAs associates each DFA with a monoid, and is used in [7] in order to41

show that every DFA A can be presented as a wreath product of reset DFAs and permutation42

DFAs, whose algebraic structure is simpler than that of A. The definition of decomposition in43

[9] is simpler, and is based on the right-congruence relation ∼L between words in Σ∗: given44

a regular language L ⊆ Σ∗, we have that two words x, y ∈ Σ∗ satisfy x ∼L y, if for every45
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word z ∈ Σ∗, it holds that x · z ∈ L iff y · z ∈ L. By the Myhill-Nerode theorem [10, 11],46

the equivalence classes of ∼L constitute the state space of a minimal canonical DFA for L.47

The number of equivalence classes is referred to as the index of L. Then, according to [9], a48

language L ⊆ Σ∗ is composite if there are languages L1, . . . , Lt such that L =
⋂t

i=1 Lt and the49

index of Li, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t, is strictly smaller than the index of L. Otherwise, L is prime1.50

The definitions apply also to DFAs, referring to the languages they recognize. Back to formal51

verification, by decomposing a specification automaton A to automata A1,A2, . . . , At such52

that L(A) =
⋂t

i=1 L(At), one can replace a language-containment problem L(S) ⊆ L(A)53

by a sequence of simpler problems, namely L(S) ⊆ L(Ai), for the automata Ai in the54

decomposition.55

Decompositions of width 2 were studied in [3]. For such decompositions, the question56

of deciding whether a given DFA A is composite is clearly in NP, as one can guess the two57

factors. It is shown in [9] that there are regular languages whose decomposition require width58

3, which was generalized in [12] to languages whose decomposition require arbitrarily large59

widths. In fact, the only bound known for the required width is exponential in |A|, which60

follows from the bound on the size of the underlying DFAs. Accordingly, the best upper bound61

known for the problem of deciding the compositionality of a given DFA is ExpSpace. This is62

quite surprising, especially given that the best lower bound for the problem is NLogSpace,63

making the gap between the upper and lower bounds doubly-exponential. For the class of64

permutation DFAs, whose monoid consists of permutations, compositionality can be decided65

in PSpace [9], making the gap exponentially less embarassing, but the general case is still66

open.67

We study regular languages over a unary alphabet, thus Σ = {1}. Each word 1i ∈ Σ∗68

can be identified with its length i ∈ N = {0, 1, 2, . . .}, and a language L ⊆ 1∗ can be viewed69

as a subset of N. The association of words with natural numbers strengthens the relation70

between the notions of primality in number theory and regular languages. In particular, it is71

shown in [9] that for every k ∈ N, we have that the language (1k)∗ is composite iff k is not a72

prime power (see Example 1). The fact, however, that each DFA defines a set of numbers,73

makes the regular setting much richer [1]. We present two indications of this rich setting.74

The first concerns the width of a decomposition, namely the number t of languages in it.75

The width of decompositions in number theory is 2. Indeed, every composite number is the76

product of two smaller numbers. We show that for unary regular languages, the width is77

arbitrarily large. Specifically, if a language L is defined by a unary DFA of size n, then the78

width of a decomposition of L may be ω(n), namely the number of distinct prime divisors of79

n. This bound is tight.80

An additional indication to the richness of the setting is the length of primality witnesses.81

Consider a DFA A. It is not hard to see that A is prime iff there exists a word w that82

is rejected by A yet accepted by all DFAs B that are potential decomposers of A, namely83

L(A) ⊆ L(B) and |B| < |A|. Indeed, such a word w indicates that every product of DFAs that84

attempts to decompose A would fail on w. Accordingly, w is termed a primality witness for85

A, and a decision procedure for checking primality can be based on a search for a primality86

witness. In the general (non unary) case, the best known upper bound for the length of a87

primality witness is doubly exponential in A, with no matching lower bound [9]. We study88

the length of primality witnesses for unary DFAs and show an exponential tight bound.89

In spite of the above two hardness indications, we are able to describe a LogSpace90

1 We note that a different notion of primality, relative to the concatenation operator rather than to
intersection, has been studied in [4].
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algorithm for checking primality of unary DFAs. Our algorithm is based on the trivial91

observation that a unary DFA A is lasso shaped, and the not-at-all trivial observation that A92

is composite iff it can be decomposed to clean quotients – once quotients obtained by folding93

the cycle of length ` of A’s lasso to a cycle of length d, for d that is a strict divisor of `. All94

the clean quotients over-approximate the language of A, and the algorithm essentially has to95

check whether each rejecting state q of A is covered by some clean quotient, in the sense that96

this clean quotient rejects all words that A rejects in a run that reaches q. As we show, the97

above condition can be checked in logarithmic space.98

2 Preliminaries99

A deterministic finite automaton (DFA hereafter) is a 5-tuple A = 〈Σ, Q, qI , δ, F 〉, where Q100

is the finite set of states, Σ is a finite non-empty alphabet, δ : Q × Σ → Q is a transition101

function, qI ∈ Q is an initial state, and F ⊆ Q is a set of accepting states. For each state102

q ∈ Q, we use Aq to denote the DFA A with q as the initial state. That is, Aq = 〈Σ, Q, q, δ, F 〉.103

We extend δ to words in the expected way, thus δ : Q × Σ∗ → Q is defined recursively by104

δ(q, ε) = q and δ(q, w1w2 · · ·wn) = δ(δ(q, w1w2 · · ·wn−1), wn). We sometimes omit the initial105

state qI as a parameter of δ and write δ(w) instead of δ(qI , w) in order to refer to the state106

that A visits after reading w. The DFA A naturally induces an equivalence relation ∼A over107

the set of words Σ∗ defined by v ∼A w iff δ(v) = δ(w).108

The run of A on a word w = w1 . . . wn is the sequence of states s0, s1 . . . sn such that109

s0 = qI and for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n it holds that δ(si−1, wi) = si. Note that sn = δ(qI , w). The110

DFA A accepts w iff δ(qI , w) ∈ F . Otherwise, A rejects w. The set of words accepted by A is111

denoted L(A) and is called the language of A. We say that A recognizes L(A). A language112

recognized by some DFA is called a regular language. Two DFAs A and B are equivalent if113

L(A) = L(B). The complement of a regular language L over Σ is comp(L) = Σ∗ \ L.114

We refer to the size of a DFA A, denoted |A|, as the number of states in A. A DFA A is115

minimal if every DFA B equivalent to A satisfies |B| ≥ |A|. Every regular language L has a116

single (up to isomorphism) minimal DFA A such that L(A) = L. The index of L, denoted117

ind(L), is the size of the minimal DFA recognizing L.118

Quotient DFA Consider a DFA A = 〈Σ, Q, qI , δ, F 〉. We say that an equivalence relation119

∼⊆ Q×Q is coherent with δ if for every two states p, q ∈ Q, if p ∼ q then δ(p, a) ∼ δ(q, a)120

for all a ∈ Σ. Then, the quotient A′ of A by ∼ is the DFA obtained by merging the states of121

A that are equivalent with respect to ∼. Formally, A′ = 〈Σ, Q′, [qI ], δ′, F ′〉, where Q′ is the122

set of equivalence classes [p] of the states p ∈ Q, the transition function δ′ is such that for all123

a ∈ Σ we have that δ′([p], a) = [δ(p, a)], and F ′ is composed of the classes [p] such that there124

is q ∈ F such that p ∼ q. Note that the coherency of ∼ with respect to δ guarantees that125

the definition of δ′ is independent of the choice of the state p in [p]. On the other hand, we126

do not require states related by ∼ to agree on membership in F , and define F ′ so that the127

language of A′ over-approximates that of A. Formally, L(A) ⊆ L(A′), as every accepting128

run of A induces an accepting run of A′.129

Composite and Prime DFAs A DFA A is composite if there are t ≥ 1 and DFAs A1, . . . ,At130

such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ t, it holds that |Ai| < |A|, and
⋂t

i=1 L(Ai) = L(A). Thus, L(A)131

can be described by means of an intersection of DFAs all strictly smaller than A. Otherwise,132

A is prime. We refer to t as the width of the decomposition of A. For t ≥ 2, we say that A133

is t-composite if it has a decomposition of width t. Otherwise, A is t-prime. Then, the width134
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s0 s1 s2 sk−1 q0 q1 q2 ql−1

Figure 1 A lasso-shaped unary DFA

of a composite A is the minimal t ≥ 1 such that A is t-composite. Note that non-minimal135

DFAs are 1-composite, and so compositionality is of interest mainly for minimal DFAs, where136

|A| = ind(L(A)). We identify a regular language with its minimal DFA. Thus, we talk137

also about a regular language being composite or prime, referring to its minimal DFA. The138

Prime-DFA problem is to decide, given a DFA A, whether A is prime.139

A primality witness for a DFA A is a word w ∈ Σ∗ such that w /∈ L(A) and w ∈ L(B)140

for all B with L(A) ⊆ L(B) and |B| < |A|. Note that such a word w indeed witnesses that141

A is prime, as w is a member in every intersection of DFAs that attempts to compose A.142

Moreover, every prime DFA A admits at least one primality witness, as otherwise L(A) would143

be equal to the intersection of the languages of all the DFAs B satisfying L(A) ⊆ L(B) and144

|B| < |A|.145

2.1 Unary DFAs146

A DFA A = 〈Σ, Q, qI , δ, F 〉 is unary if its alphabet Σ is of size 1. Discussing unary DFAs,147

we denote the alphabet by 1, its single letter by 1, and we identify a word 1i ∈ 1∗ with its148

length i ∈ N = {0, 1, 2, . . .}. Thus, the language of a unary DFA A is viewed as a subset of N.149

Likewise, we refer to the transition function of a unary DFA as δ : N→ Q, where δ(i) is the150

state that A visits after reading 1i. Clearly, i ∈ L(A) iff δ(i) ∈ F . Finally, note that a unary151

DFA must be lasso shaped. Indeed, as |Q| is finite, there must be k, j ∈ N such that k < j and152

δ(j) = δ(k). Then, as A is deterministic, we have that δ(k+ i) = δ(j + i) for all i ≥ 0. When153

j is minimal, we say that A is a (k, `)-DFA, for ` = j−k. Thus, A is lasso-shape with a prefix154

of lenght k and cycle of length `. We refer to the states δ(0), . . . , δ(k) by s0, . . . , sk−1, q0,155

and to the states δ(k + 1), . . . , δ(j − 1) by q1, . . . , q`−1 (see Figure 1). Note that since k < j,156

it must be that ` > 0. When we want to fix only one of the two parameters of the lasso,157

we use the notations (∗, `)-DFA, for fixing only the cycle, and (k, ∗)-DFA for fixing only the158

prefix. In particular, a (0, ∗)-DFA consists of a single cycle.159

As demonstrated in Example 1 below, taken from [9], primality questions about unary160

languages are strongly related to primality questions in number theory.161

I Example 1. Let Lk = {x : x ≡ 0 mod k}. Clearly, the minimal DFA that recognizes Lk is162

a (0, k)-DFA, and so ind(Lk) = k. We show that Lk is composite iff k is not a prime power.163

Assume first that k is not a prime power. Thus, there exist co-prime integers 1 < p, q < k164

such that p · q = k. It then holds that Lk = Lp ∩ Lq. Since ind(Lp) < k and ind(Lq) < k, it165

follows that Lk is composite.166

For the other direction, assume that k is a prime power. Let p, r ∈ N be such that p is a167

prime and k = pr. Let x = (p+ 1)pr−1. Note that x /∈ Lk. We claim that x is a primality168

witness for Lk, and conclude that Lk is prime.169

Recall that ind(Lk) = k. Consider a language L′ such that L ⊆ L′ and ind(L′) < ind(L).170

We show that x ∈ L′. Assume by contradiction that x /∈ L′. Let A′ be a DFA for L′. Since171

ind(L′) < ind(Lk) = k and x > k, the rejecting run of A′ on x must traverse the cycle of172

A′. Let ` be the length of this cycle, and note that 0 < ` < k. Note that for all i ≥ 0, we173

have that i`+ (p+ 1)pr−1 is not accepted by A′, and hence, i`+ (p+ 1)pr−1 6∈ L′. On the174
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other hand, since ` 6≡ 0 mod k, there exists i ≥ 0 such that i` ≡ −pr−1 mod k. For this175

value of i, we have that i`+ (p+ 1)pr−1 ∈ L \ L′, and thus, L 6⊆ L′, and we have reached a176

contradiction. Therefore, x ∈ L, and we are done. J177

I Remark 2. Since DFAs can be complemented by dualizing the set of final states, we can178

dualize the definition of composite and prime DFAs and consider definitions that are based179

on union of DFAs. Specifically, L is ∪-composite if there are DFAs A1, . . . ,At such that for180

all 1 ≤ i ≤ t, it holds that |Ai| < |A|, and
⋃t

i=1 L(Ai) = L(A). Otherwise, A is ∪-prime.181

Clearly, L is ∩-composite iff comp(L) is ∪-composite.182

3 Decompositions of Unary DFAs183

In this section we study decompositions of unary DFAs. We characterize these decompos-184

itions by means of clean quotients, which will become handy when we study the width of185

decompositions, the length of primality witnesses, and the complexity of the Prime-DFA186

problem for unary DFAs.187

3.1 Clean quotients of unary DFA188

Let A = 〈1, Q,Σ, qI , δ, F 〉 be a unary (k, `)-DFA. Recall (see Figure 1) that we refer to189

the states leading to the cycle of A by s0, s1, . . . , sk−1, and to the states in the cycle by190

q0, q1, . . . , q`−1. A clean quotient Ad of A is a (k, d)-DFA obtained by quotienting A by191

folding its cycle to a cycle of length d, for some strict divisor d of `. Formally, Ad is induced192

by the equivalence relation ∼d defined by193

si ∼d sj if and only if i = j;
qi ∼d qj if and only if i ≡ j mod d.194

Note that ∼d is coherent with δ, and so L(A) ⊆ L(Ad). As with general quotient DFAs,195

the latter containment may be strict.196

I Example 3. In Figure 2, we describe a (4, 6)-DFA A, and its two clean quotients: the197

(4, 3)-DFA A3 and the (4, 2)-DFA A2.

s0 s1 s2 s3 q0 q1 q2 q3 q4 q5

A:

s0 s1 s2 s3 q0 q1 q2

A3:
s0 s1 s2 s3 q0 q1

A2:

Figure 2 The DFA A and its clean quotients A3 and A2.

198

Omega function For n ∈ N, the omega function ω(n) maps n to the number of distinct199

prime divisors of n. Formally, for every integer n, if the decomposition of n into prime200

factors is n = pg1
1 p

g2
2 . . . pgt

t , then ω(n) = t. For example, as 45 = 3 · 3 · 5, then ω(45) = 2.201

The asymptotic behavior of ω is tricky, as it behaves irregularly. Indeed, if n is a prime202

number, then ω(n) = 1. On the other hand, if n is a primorial, namely n = p1p2 . . . pt is the203

product of the first t prime numbers, then ω(n) ∼ ln(n)
ln(ln(n)) [5]. Note that for every t ∈ N,204
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the primorial n = p1p2 . . . pt is the smallest integer satisfying ω(n) ≥ t. Accordingly, ln(n)
ln(ln(n))205

serves as an upper asymptotical bound for ω(n).206

In Subsection 3.2, we relate compositionality with compositionality by clean quotients.207

Here, we bound the width of such compositions:208

I Lemma 4. Every unary (k, `)-DFA that has a decomposition into clean quotients is ω(`)-209

composite.210

Proof. Let A be a unary (k, `)-DFA, and assume that L(A) =
⋂m

i=1 L(Adi
) for some strict211

divisors di of `. Let p1, p2, . . . , pω(`) be an enumeration of the prime strict divisors of `, and212

for every 1 ≤ i ≤ ω(`), let `i = `/pi. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ ω(`), we get L(A) ⊆ L(A`i) since A`i213

is a quotient of A, hence L(A) ⊆
⋂ω(`)

i=1 A`i
. Conversely, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m, there exists214

1 ≤ j ≤ ω(`) such that di divides `j , thus the DFA Adi is a subquotient of the DFA A`j ,215

which implies that L(Adi
) ⊇ L(A`j

). Since this is true for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m, it follows that216

L(A) =
⋂ω(m)

i=1 Adi
⊇
⋂ω(`)

i=1 A`i
. Hence L(A) =

⋂ω(`)
i=1 A`i

, thus A is ω(`)-composite. J217

Bézout’s Identity We use in our proofs a weaker version of Bézout’s Identity, a well known218

theorem in number theory. For the sake of completeness, we state here the specific part of219

the result that we use, along with its proof.220

I Lemma 5. Consider an integer b ∈ N. If b has a strict divisor, then for all a < b we have221

that b has a strict divisor that can be expressed as a linear combination λa− µb, for some222

λ, µ ∈ N.223

Proof. Let U be the set of integers definable as a linear combination λa − µb for some224

λ, µ ∈ N. We prove that the minimal strictly positive element d of U satisfies the statement.225

First, since a ∈ U , then d ≤ a < b. Now, since d ∈ U , there exist λ0, µ0 ∈ N satisfying226

d = λ0a− µ0b. Let β ∈ N be the minimal integer satisfying βd ≥ b. Then 0 ≤ βd− b < d,227

yet βd− b = βλ0a− (βµ0 + 1)b, is an element of U . Since we chose d as the minimal strictly228

positive integer of U , this implies that βd− b = 0. Hence, d divides b and we are done. J229

Key Lemma Recall that every clean quotient Ad of A is such that L(A) ⊆ L(Ad), and230

that the latter containment may be strict. We now prove the existence of clean quotients of231

A for which this strict containment is good enough for our decomposition goal. Intuitively,232

each clean quotient rejects large parts of the language rejected by A. Formally, we have the233

following.234

I Lemma 6. Let A be a unary (k, `)-DFA. For every unary (kB, `B)-DFA B such that `B < `235

and L(A) ⊆ L(B), there is a strict divisor d of ` such that the clean quotient Ad rejects all236

the words w > kB rejected by B.237

Proof. Let A = 〈1, Q, qI , δ, F 〉, and let B be a unary (kB, `B)-DFA such that `B < ` and238

L(A) ⊆ L(B). Since `B < `, then, by Lemma 5, there exists a strict divisor d of ` that can239

be expressed as a linear combination d = λ`B − µ` for some λ, µ ∈ N.240

We prove that the clean quotient Ad of A rejects all the words w > kB rejected by B.241

Assume by way of contradiction that there is a word w > kB accepted by Ad. If w < k,242

w ∈ L(Ad) immediately implies that w ∈ L(A). Then, as L(A) ⊆ L(B), we have that243

w ∈ L(B), and we reach a contradiction. If w ≥ k, then by definition of the quotient Ad,244

the equivalence class of the state δ(w) ∈ Q in Ad contains an accepting state of A since245

w ∈ L(Ad). Therefore, there exists an integer α ∈ N such that w + αd is accepted by A.246

Since adding a multiple of ` to w + αd yields another element of L(A), we obtain that247
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x = w + αd+ αµ` ∈ L(A). Since L(A) ⊆ L(B), it follows that x is also accepted by B. Now,248

by the definition of d, we have that249

x = w + αd+ αµ` = w + αλ`B.250

Therefore, since B accepts x, and w > kB by supposition, B also accepts the word w, and we251

reach a contradiction. J252

3.2 Characterizing compositionality253

Consider a unary (k, `)-DFA A = 〈1, Q, qI , δ, F 〉. We say that a rejecting state q of A is254

covered by a quotient A′ of A if the state [q] of A′ is rejecting. That is, q is covered by A′255

iff A′ rejects all the words w such that δ(w) = q. We show that we can determine if A is256

composite by checking whether some of its rejecting states are covered by clean quotients.257

Our analysis distinguishes between several cases, as detailed below. We start with (k, `)-DFAs258

satisfying k = 0.259

I Lemma 7. Consider a unary (0, `)-DFA A. The following are equivalent:260

1. A is ω(`)-composite;261

2. A is composite;262

3. For every rejecting state qi of A, the word `+ i is not a primality witness of A;263

4. Every rejecting state of A is covered by a clean quotient.264

Proof. It is clear that Item 1 implies Item 2. Moreover, Item 2 implies Item 3: indeed, if A265

is composite, then it has no primality witness.266

We now show that Item 3 implies Item 4. Consider a rejecting state qi of A. We argue267

that either the word wi = i + ` ∈ N is a primality witness, or there is a clean quotient of268

A covering qi. Assume that wi is not a primality witness for A. Thus, there is a unary269

(kB, `B)-DFA Bi such that |Bi| < |A|, L(A) ⊆ L(Bi), and wi 6∈ L(Bi).270

As k = 0, we have that |A| = `, and so `B ≤ |B| < |A| = `. Hence, by Lemma 6, there271

is a clean quotient Adi
of A that rejects all the words longer than kB that are rejected by272

B. In particular, since kB ≤ |B| < |A| ≤ i+ `, the DFA Adi rejects wi. However, as Adi is273

a quotient of A, then Adi
either accepts all words w with δ(w) = qi or it rejects them all.274

Therefore, as δ(wi) = qi and Adi rejects wi, we conclude that the clean quotient Adi rejects275

all words w with δ(w) = qi, implying it covers qi.276

To conclude, we show that Item 4 implies Item 1. Assume that every rejecting state qi277

of A is covered by a clean quotient Adi
. Let I ⊆ {0, . . . , ` − 1} be such that i ∈ I iff qi is278

rejecting. We show that L(A) =
⋂

i∈I L(Adi
), which implies that A is ω(`)-composite by279

Lemma 4. First, by definition of a quotient DFA, we have that L(A) ⊆ L(Adi) for all i ∈ I,280

and thus L(A) ⊆
⋂

i∈I L(Adi
). Second, each word w that A rejects reaches a rejecting state281

qi of A. Therefore, Adi also rejects w, and so L(A) ⊇
⋂

i∈I L(Adi). J282

We continue to (k, `)-DFAs with k > 0. Consider such a DFA A, and consider the state283

sk−1, namely the last state visited by A before entering the cycle, and the state q`−1, namely284

the last state of the cycle. Let Ã be the quotient DFA of A induced by the equivalent285

sk−1 ∼ q`−1. Thus, Ã is obtained from A by merging sk−1 and ql−1. Clearly, |Ã| < |A|.286

The following lemmas handle three possible cases.287

I Lemma 8. Consider a unary (k, `)-DFA A with k > 0. If sk−1 and q`−1 are both in F or288

are both not in F , then A is composite.289
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Proof. The agreement of sk−1 and q`−1 on membership in F guarantees that L(Ã) = L(A).290

Hence, A is not minimal, and is thus composite with t = 1. J291

I Lemma 9. Consider a unary (k, `)-DFA A with k > 0. If sk−1 6∈ F and q`−1 ∈ F , then A292

is composite iff ` > 1.293

Proof. If ` = 1, then A is prime with primality witness k−1. If ` > 1, then A is 2-composite.294

Indeed, consider the language N \ {k − 1}. Clearly, it can be accepted by a (k − 1, 1)-DFA.295

Since L(A) is the intersection of L(Ã) and N \ {k − 1}, we are done. J296

I Lemma 10. Consider a unary (k, `)-DFA A with k > 0. If sk−1 ∈ F and q`−1 6∈ F , then297

the following assertions are equivalent:298

1. A is 2-composite;299

2. A is composite;300

3. The word k − 1 + (|A| − 1)! is not a primality witness of A;301

4. The rejecting state q`−1 of A is covered by a clean quotient.302

Proof. It is clear that Item 1 implies Item 2. Moreover, Item 2 implies Item 3: indeed, if A303

is composite, then it has no primality witness.304

To prove that Item 3 implies Item 4, we argue that either the word w = k− 1 + (|A| − 1)!305

is a primality witness of A, or there exists a clean quotient of A covering q`−1. Assume that306

the word w is not a primality witnesses of A. Thus, there exists a unary (kB, `B)-DFA B307

such that |B| < |A|, L(A) ⊆ L(B), and w 6∈ L(B). In order to use Lemma 6, we show that308

the cycle of B is strictly smaller than the cycle of A. Assume by way of contradiction that309

`B ≥ `. Since kB + `B = |B| < |A| = k + `, this implies that kB < k. Therefore, B reaches310

its cycle while reading the word k − 1. Since sk−1 ∈ F , the word k − 1 is accepted by A.311

Since L(A) ⊆ L(B), the word k − 1 is also accepted by B, which thus accepts all words in312

(k − 1) + µ`B. Indeed, the run of B on all of them reaches the same accepting state. In313

particular, B accepts the witness w = k− 1 + (|A|− 1)!, and we have reached a contradiction.314

Now that we have proven that `B < `, we can apply Lemma 6 to guarantee the existence315

of a clean quotient Ad of A that rejects (in particular) the word w. However, as Ad is a316

quotient of A, then Ad either accepts all words w′ with δ(w′) = q`−1 or it rejects them all.317

Therefore, as δ(w) = q`−1 and Ad rejects w, we conclude that the clean quotient Ad rejects318

all words w′ with δ(w′) = q`−1, hence it covers q`−1.319

We conclude by showing that Item 4 implies Item 1. Assume that the rejecting state320

q`−1 of A is covered by a clean quotient Ad. We show that L(A) = L(Ã) ∩ L(Ad). Since321

both Ã and Ad are quotients of A, then L(A) ⊆ L(Ã) ∩ L(Ad). Now consider a word w322

rejected by A. Then, either δ(w) = q`−1, in which case, as Ad covers q`−1, the word w323

is also rejected by Ad, or δ(w) 6= q`−1, in which case it is also rejected by Ã. Therefore,324

L(A) ⊇ L(Ã) ∩ L(Ad). J325

4 The Width of Unary Languages326

Recall that [9, 12] shows that in the general (non unary) case, the width of composite327

languages may be arbitrarily large. This is in contrast with composite numbers, which are328

always 2-composite. The languages used in [9, 12] for showing the strict hierarchy are over329

alphabets of size O(t). In this section we show that the hierarchy is strict even for unary330

languages, which are closer to number theory. We show that the width of a unary language331

of index n is closely related to the omega function ω(n) that counts the number of distinct332

prime divisors of n.333
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First, our results from Section 3 provide an upper bound on the width of a composite334

(k, `)-DFA A: If k = 0, then, by Lemma 7, we have that A is ω(`)-composite, and if k > 0,335

then, by Lemmas 8, 9, and 10, we have that A is 2-composite. We thus have the following.336

I Theorem 11. Every unary composite language of index n is max(2, ω(n))-composite.337

We prove that such a large width is sometimes required.338

I Theorem 12. For every n ∈ N with ω(n) ≥ 2, there is a composite unary language of339

index n and width ω(n).340

Proof. Let n ∈ N, and consider the decomposition n = pg1
1 p

g2
2 . . . p

gω(n)
ω(n) of n into prime341

factors. Assume that ω(n) ≥ 2. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ ω(n), let γi = n/pgi

i , and let Li = {x : x 6≡342

0 mod γi}. We set L =
⋂ω(n)

i=1 Li, and prove that L is ω(n)-composite and (ω(n)− 1)-prime.343

It is easy to see that L can be recognized by a (0, n)-DFA, and that each Li can be344

recognized by a (0, γi)-DFA. To conclude, we show that if L is expressed as the intersection345

of m < ω(n) languages, then at least one of these language has an index bigger or equal346

to n. This implies that the index of L is n (using the particular case m = 1), and that347

L =
⋂ω(n)

i=1 Li has minimal width amongst the decompositions of L into languages of indices348

smaller than n. Formally, we prove the following:349

B Claim. Let m < ω(n), and let B1, . . . ,Bm be m unary DFAs satisfying
⋂m

i=1 L(Bi) = L.350

Then, there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ m, such that |Bi| ≥ n.351

Since m < ω(n) and
⋂m

i=1 L(Bi) = L =
⋂ω(n)

i=1 Li, there exist 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j1 <352

j2 ≤ ω(n) such that Bi rejects both n+ γj1 /∈ Lj1 and n+ γj2 /∈ Lj2 . We prove that |Bi| ≥ n.353

Let k, ` ∈ N be the integers such that Bi is a (k, `)-DFA. If k ≥ n, we are done. Otherwise,354

B reaches its cycle while reading the word n+ γj for both j ∈ {j1, j2}. As the cycle of B is of355

length `, we also have that n+ γj + ` · pj 6∈ L(Bi). Therefore, as L ⊆ L(Bi), it must be that356

n+ γj + ` · pj 6∈ L. Thus, there exists 1 ≤ j′ ≤ ω(n) such that n+ γj + ` · pj 6∈ Lj′ . Hence,357

n+ γj + ` · pj ≡ 0 mod γj′ . (1)358

As pj divides both n and ` · pj but not γj , we get from Equation 1 that γj′ is not divisible by359

pj , which is possible only if j′ = j. Therefore, γj′ = γj , and as n is divisible by γj , Equation 1360

becomes ` · pj ≡ 0 mod γj . Then, since pj and γj are co-prime, it follows that ` ≡ 0 mod γj .361

Finally, since this equation holds for both j = j1 and j = j2, and j1 6= j2, it must be that362

` ≡ 0 mod n by definition of γj1 and γj2 . This implies that ` ≥ n, hence |Bi| ≥ n. J363

5 Primality Witnesses For Unary Languages364

Recall that every prime DFA A has a primality witness: a word that is rejected by A yet365

accepted by all DFAs B that are potential decomposers of A, namely L(A) ⊆ L(B) and366

|B| < |A|. Note that indeed A is prime iff it has a primality witness w: since w is accepted367

by all the potential decomposers of A, then w is accepted by all products of potential368

decomposers, implying they strictly contain A.369

For general DFAs, [9] provides a doubly-exponential upper bound on the length of a370

minimal primality witnesses, with no lower bound. In this section we describe a tight371

exponential bound for unary DFAs, and we start with the lower bound:372

I Theorem 13. For every n ≥ 1, there is a unary prime language Ln that is recognized by a373

DFA with O(n) states, yet the shortest primality witness for Ln is of length exponential in n.374
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Proof. For n ∈ N, let An be the unary (2n+ 1, 2)-DFA whose language is the union of the375

odd numbers and the singleton 2n. Thus, L(An) = {2λ + 1 : λ ∈ N} ∪ {2n}. We define376

Ln = L(An). Clearly, An has 2n+ 3 states, which is linear in n. We prove that Ln is prime,377

yet the size of its smallest primality witness is exponential in n.378

Let p1, p2, . . . , pm be an enumeration of the prime numbers smaller than or equal to n+ 1,379

moreover for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m, let gi be the highest power such that pgi

i ≤ n+ 1. Finally, let380

P = pg1
1 · p

g2
2 · . . . · pgm

m . We prove that the word 2(n+P ) is a primality witness for Ln. Since381

2(n+ P ) is even and is different from 2n, then it is rejected by An. We show that 2(n+ P )382

is accepted by every unary (kB, `B)-DFA B that satisfies |B| < |An| and Ln ⊆ L(B).383

We distinguish between the two cases, according to the parity of `B – the length of the384

cycle of B. If `B is odd, then, in order to ensure that Ln ⊆ L(B), all the states in the cycle of B385

have to be accepting. Therefore B accepts every word greater than kB < |B| < |An| = 2n+ 3.386

In particular, it accepts 2(n+ P ).387

If `B is even, let `′ ≥ 1 be such that `B = 2`′. Then, since kB+ 2`′ = |B| < |An| = 2n+ 3,388

we obtain that kB < 2n+ 1, and `′ ≤ n+ 1. Since Ln ⊆ L(B), the run of B on the word 2n389

is accepting. Since kB < 2n+ 1, the accepting run of B on 2n reaches its cycle. Thus, B also390

accepts all words obtained by adding to 2n a multiple of `B = 2`′. However, 2P is a multiple391

of 2`′, as the definition of P ensures that every divisor of integers smaller than n + 1, in392

particular `′, is also a divisor of P . Therefore, B accepts the word 2(n+P ), and we are done.393

Next, we prove that P is exponential in n. Recall that there are m prime numbers394

smaller than or equal to n + 1. By the Prime Number Theorem, the integer m can be395

approximated with (n+ 1)/ ln(n+ 1). Also, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m, the definition of gi implies396

that pgi

i ≥
√
n+ 1. As a consequence, we get397

P = pg1
1 · p

g2
2 · . . . · pgm

m ≥
√
n+ 1m = (n+ 1) m

2 ∼ (n+ 1)
n+1

2 ln(n+1) = e
n+1

2 .398

Finally, we prove that every word smaller than 2(n+ P ) is not a primality witness for399

Ln. Let x ∈ N be such that x < 2(n + P ) and x 6∈ Ln. We prove that there is an NBW400

B such that |B| < |An| and x 6∈ L(B). Since x 6∈ Ln, then it is of the form 2(n + λ), for401

some λ ∈ N satisfying 0 < |λ| < P . Therefore, there exists an index 1 ≤ i ≤ m such402

that the prime power pgi

i does not divide |λ|. Let B be the unary (0, 2pgi

i )-DFA whose403

language is the union of the odd words and the words equivalent to 2n modulo 2pgi

i . That404

is, L(B) = {2κ + 1 : κ ∈ N} ∪ {2pki

i + 2n : κ ∈ N}. Note that Ln ⊆ L(B). Moreover, as405

pgi

i ≤ n+ 1, we have that |B| = 2pgi

i ≤ 2(n+ 1) < |An|. Finally, x 6∈ L(B). Indeed, since x is406

even, it is not in {2κ + 1 : κ ∈ N}. Also, as we chose i so that pgi

i does not divide |λ|, we407

also have that x 6∈ {2pki

i + 2n : κ ∈ N}. Thus, x is not a primality witness for Ln, and we408

are done. J409

We continue with a matching upper bound.410

I Theorem 14. Every prime DFA A has a primality witness of length at most exponential411

in |A|.412

Proof. Consider a prime (k, `)-DFA A. If k = 0 then, by Lemma 7, there is a primality413

witness for A of length smaller than 2`. If k > 0 then, by Lemmas 8, 9, and 10, there is a414

primality witness for A of length smaller than |A|!. In order to reduce the |A|! bound to415

an exponential one, we do a more careful analysis of the length of the primality witness in416

Item 3 of Lemma 10, reducing it from k − 1 + (|A| − 1)! down to k − 1 + P , where P is the417

product of the maximal prime powers pgi

i smaller than |A| (the same P used in the proof of418

Theorem 13). Essentially, this follows form the fact the DFA B in the proof of Lemma 10419
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accepts all words in {(k − 1) + µ`B : µ ∈ N}, in particular it accepts k − 1 + P , as `B can be420

decomposed into prime factors in {p1, . . . , pm}. J421

6 Solving the Prime-DFA problem422

The Prime-DFA problem is to decide, given a DFA A, whether A is prime. As discussed423

in [9], the Prime-DFA problem for general DFAs is in ExpSpace and is hard for NLogSpace.424

In this section we show that for unary DFAs, the problem can be solved in deterministic425

logarithmic space.426

I Theorem 15. The Prime-DFA problem for unary DFAs is in LogSpace.427

Proof. We first describe a deterministic algorithm for the problem, and then explain its428

correctness and argue it uses logarithmic space.429

Function IsComposite(A : unary 〈k, `〉-DFA)
if k ?= 0 then /* by Lemma 7 */

foreach qi /∈ F do
if not IsCleanlyCovered(A, qi) then return false

return true
if sk−1 ∈ F ⇔ q`−1 ∈ F then return true /* by Lemma 8 */
if sk−1 /∈ F ∧ q`−1 ∈ F then return ` 6 ?= 1 /* by Lemma 9 */
if sk−1 ∈ F ∧ q`−1 /∈ F then /* by Lemma 10 */

return IsCleanlyCovered(A, q`−1)

Function IsCleanlyCovered(A : unary 〈k, `〉-DFA, qi /∈ F )
foreach 1 < d < ` such that d divides ` do

nb_final := 0
foreach 0 ≤ j < ` with j ≡ i mod d do

if qj ∈ F then nb_final := nb_final + 1
if nb_final ?= 0 then return true

return false

Let A = 〈Σ, Q, qI , δ, F 〉 be a unary (k, `)-DFA. The main decision procedure is straightfor-430

ward from the cases considered in Subsection 3.2, and uses a constant local space. However,431

a call to the function “IsCleanlyCovered”, which takes as input a DFA A and a rejecting state432

qi from its cycle, requires a logarithmic space. We prove that “IsCleanlyCovered” return true433

iff there exists a strict divisor d of ` such that the clean quotient Ad of A covers qi.434

First, the function searches for divisors d by checking every decomposition d ·m of ` with435

d,m ∈ {2, 3, . . . `−1}. Then, given d, let Ad = 〈Σ, Q′, [qI ], δ′, F ′〉. Recall that Ad has a cycle436

of length d. To perform in logarithmic space, the function cannot construct Ad explicitly437

and has to perform on-the-fly. It counts in nb_final how many accepting states belong to438

the equivalence class [qi] by increasing a counter on all states qj ∈ F for which i ≡ j mod d.439

By the definition of a quotient automaton, Ad rejects all the words w for which δ(w) = qi iff440

[qi] /∈ F ′; that is, iff qj /∈ F for every i ≡ j mod d. Hence, qi is covered by Ad iff the counter441

nb_final stays zero. These operations are doable within space logarithmic in |A| since all442

the numerical values are bounded by ` and thus representable in O
(

log2(|A|)
)
bits with a443

binary encoding. J444
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7 Discussion445

We studied primality for unary regular languages, and showed that while the setting is446

richer than that of primality in number theory, we can decide primality of a given unary447

DFA in deterministic logarithmic space. Beyond the interest in unary languages and their448

relation to number theory, we believe that our results can contribute to an improved upper449

bound in the general (non unary) case, where the best known algorithm for the Prime-DFA450

problem requires exponential space. A promising direction for closing the doubly-exponential451

gap is to consider more special cases. Different semantic fragments of regular languages452

induce different structural properties of the their DFAs. For example, languages closed for453

letter-swapping are recognized by DFAs that are products of lassos, and bounded semilinear454

languages, namely languages L for which there exists k > 0 and words u1, . . . , uk ∈ Σ∗455

such that L ⊆ u∗1 . . . u∗k, are recognized by DFAs that are concatenation of lassos, as well as456

deterministic Parikh automata [6] – all are good candidates for a tighter analysis. Likewise,457

the considerations we made for lasso-shape DFAs may be extendible to DFAs that are trees458

with back edges. Another interesting direction is to allow richer compositions, in particular459

ones that allow both intersection and union.460
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